Denser, darker green Manhattan II takes the bruises for your athlete

What goes up must come down... and that goes double for athletes' knees and elbows.

Improved Manhattan II perennial ryegrass has a built-in cushion developed through genetic improvement. The greater tiller density of Manhattan II takes the punishment athletes dish out, then springs back to retain its great-looking appearance. All that toughness... with improved mow-ability to boot!

Manhattan II also provides a darker green color than the old standard Manhattan; improved disease resistance, drought and shade tolerance as well as fertilizer savings.

Manhattan II was developed to save on maintenance costs... but the real saving is on knees and elbows!

“Fall on the leader” Manhattan II
Turfe-type perennial ryegrass

Qualified turf associations can earn cash for turf research by saving Manhattan II blue tags. Contact your dealer for details.

Distributed by Turf Merchants, Inc.
P.O. Box 1467 • Albany, OR 97321
Outside Oregon 800-421-1735
503/491-3622 TWX 910-997-0733

Turf-Seed, Inc.
P.O. Box 250 • Hubbard, OR 97032
503/981-9571 TWX 510-590-0957
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Cross-country specialist

The Jacobsen 5/7 Ram-Lift Ranger covers a lot of territory, with a superior cut from start to finish.

Legendary Jacobsen performance...to go! The 5/7 Ram-Lift Ranger. Designed for incomparable agility on turf or on the road.

Simply raise the gangs hydraulically to create a sleek, eight-foot transport width that handles narrow service roads and bridges with ease. High-flotation tires and heavy-duty frame give the Ranger true cross-country capability. Yet, the exclusive steady-hold mountings keep reels firmly in place during transport, to prevent damage caused by swinging reels.

Utilizing computer-aided design, the frame steers reels through turns to eliminate skidding and streaking. Patented hold-down springs enable bi-directional pivoting reels to follow ground contours closely—even at higher cutting speeds, to provide a superior cut.

Tailor the Ranger to suit your application. Choose the exact number of gangs you need to cut swaths from 7 to 15 feet wide. With your choice of reels: six-blade; ten-blade; or five-blade "Blitzer" for high-speed mowing. Our unique electric-solenoid package gives you total control at your fingertips. Or, utilize existing tractor hydraulics. Simply lower the gangs and move out!

For rapid transport from site to site...with a precision cut from start to finish...go with the cross-country specialist. The 5/7 Ram-Lift Ranger. Call your Jacobsen Distributor for more information. He'll be happy to arrange a free demonstration.

Lease and finance plans are available.

Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc., Racine, WI 53403. Telex: 264428.
MAIN EVENTS

14 PLANTATION GOLF COURSE BATTLES THE ELEMENTS
The Myrtle Beach area was experiencing a drought when construction began on Wachesaw Plantation Golf Course. Before the course was completed, the construction crews had to battle four hurricanes and another drought. The dramatic course, designed by architect Tom Fazio, was the first private equity golf club in the resort area known as the Grand Strand.

28 THE DAWN OF THE WATER MANAGER
Ken Christley discovered an entirely new occupation as sophisticated computers started taking over large irrigation systems. That is the job of making water managers out of irrigation specialists so large golf courses and parks can maximize the capabilities of the personal computer for irrigation. Christley says the water manager is the key person in future irrigation system management, especially in areas with severe water shortages.

38 COVERS BECOME MULTI-FACETED TOOL
A simple observation by a turf specialist in New Hampshire has grown into a very important contribution to the sports turf manager. By protecting turf with lightweight, translucent covers turf managers can reduce winter kill, get seed to germinate faster and help turf recover from sports damage more quickly.

43 GAINEY RANCH GOLF COURSE: A DESERT SCULPTURE
A very detail-oriented developer in Scottsdale has transformed flat desert into a contoured, colorful golf course with three totally different nines. The Gainey Ranch is a paradise which does not draw a single drop of water from wells or rivers for irrigation purposes. This story takes a look at the team that built the course and maintains it today.
MOTOROLA EXPLODES INTO 1987!

WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ELECTRONIC IRRIGATION CONTROLS

★ New IBM PC compatible irrigation systems.
★ New built-in hand-held radio control for irrigation system maintenance.
★ New MIR-5000 System with capacity for up to 6000 field units.
★ New Motorola manufactured multi-tasking mid-range computer central.
★ New computer central control of multiple citywide irrigation sites.
★ New integrated weather station for environmental monitoring.
★ New nationally coordinated service network.
★ New fiberglass, rust-free cabinets available.

MOTOROLA CONTROL SYSTEMS: MEETING TODAY’S REQUIREMENTS. ANTICIPATING TOMORROW’S NEEDS.

For detailed information contact us today.

MOTOROLA ELECTRONIC COMMAND & CONTROL SYSTEMS
3039 KILGORE ROAD #190 • RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95670 • (916) 635-8884
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Years of excellent, long-lasting performance have made CHIPCO® 26019 fungicide the leader in its field.

When it's your business to keep turf healthy and handsome, you don't wait for disease to break out. You strike first and play for keeps.

That's why thousands of superintendents base their disease control programs on CHIPCO 26019 fungicide.

It's unsurpassed at controlling the major turf diseases, like Helminthosporium Leaf Spot and Melting Out, Dollar Spot, Brown Patch, Fusarium Blight, Red Thread, Fusarium Patch and Gray and Pink Snow Molds.

And it stays on the job longer, giving up to 28 days of protection for a lower cost per day.

Add a few extras — no phytotoxicity, low toxicity, pesticide compatibility, and no corrosiveness — and you've got a fungicide that's earned its place as the standard of the industry.

Use CHIPCO 26019 this season and you'll stay with it for a long time to come.

Rhône-Poulenc Inc., Agrochemical Division, Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852.

CHIPCO 26019
Taking care of business.
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Club Car’s New Carryall II

Will Out-Tough Any Utility Vehicle In The Field.

Out-Perform
Exclusive Club Car features like the Fresh Air Intake System, Cable-Less Choke Assembly*, and Synchro-Mesh transmission with Neutral “Lock-Out”* combined with the Tilt Pickup Bed of Double Wall Construction*, enable the Carryall II to out-perform competitors in every category.

Out-Haul
With the largest pickup bed (50"x50"x11") and biggest gross payload (one-half ton) in the industry, the Carryall II becomes the most functional, practical and economical vehicle around. In addition to carrying passengers, tools, equipment, parts and packages, the Carryall II has a towing capacity of 1,000 lbs.

Out-Pull
Club Car’s 4 Cycle/341 cc Engine*, the largest in the industry, gives the Carryall II the power to haul one-half ton loads without stress and vibrations. The 8.0 plus Gallon Fuel Tank*, is also the largest in the industry allowing for more work hours per tank than any other utility vehicle.

Out-Maneuver
The Carryall II is designed to maneuver in tight aisles and small spaces with a clearance circle of 20’-8”, the tightest in the industry. The True Rack & Pinion Steering* feature along with direct linkage and self-adjusting components provides a “power steering feel”

Out-Last
The Carryall II will last and last. Club Car exclusives like the Rust-Free Aluminum Pickup Bed & Frame* make the Carryall II virtually maintenance-free. The Double Wall Pickup Bed Construction* of lightweight durable aluminum allows for a longer, more productive life span and a wide range of applications.

* Carryall II Exclusive Features

Club Car, Inc./P.O. Box 4658/Augusta, Georgia 30907-0658 U.S.A./404-863-3000
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For added power, less vibration and longer life, features an 18-horsepower, twin-cylinder engine.

For better maneuverability — no cables — equipped with power steering.

For easier servicing, features access to valve spools without removing valve bank and a hydraulic pump designed for simple detachment through the use of a flexible coupling.

For minimized downtime and increased life of hydraulic components, features 10-micron oil filtration system.

For added convenience, specially engineered hydraulic system allows backlapping of individual reel units while on mower.

From LESCO, the company that listens and responds to customer needs, comes the LESCO 300 Greensmower. This new triplex unit offers more power, better maneuverability, easier service, improved filtration and more convenient backlapping — all at a substantial savings. Put the advantages of the LESCO 300 Greensmower to work for you. The mower is priced at $7,900.00 delivered to you. 5% Additional savings can be yours by picking up your mower at one of our regional distribution facilities, for further details contact your LESCO sales representative today, or call toll free:

(800) 321-5325 NATIONWIDE
(800) 362-7413 IN OHIO

5% Additional savings can be yours by picking up your mower at one of our regional distribution facilities, for further details contact your LESCO sales representative today, or call toll free:

(800) 321-5325 NATIONWIDE
(800) 362-7413 IN OHIO
Five simple ways to take control.

Whether you need a 6, 8, 12, 16 or 24 station irrigation controller, you can't beat the micro-computer Mark Series from Weathermatic. All models are available in three types of housings — U.L.-listed rainproof aluminum; economical plastic for indoors or heavy-gauge, industrial-grade steel — so they can fit every application.

The Mark Series is easy to program, too. A function selector switch and large pushbuttons reduce operator confusion and help cut training time, all but eliminating installer callbacks.

Among the advantages are two watering schedules, four daily start times on each program and 0-99 minute timing at one-minute increments. Plus the new Day-Bright™ LED display — filtered and recessed for daylight visibility.

Special features include a self-charging battery back-up system. This retains the program and clock time in the event of a power failure. And it eliminates periodic battery replacement. The controllers will also detect and skip a shorted valve.

Teamed up with Weathermatic's proven valves, sprinklers, Rain-Stat® and other products, Mark Series controllers work and work and work.

They're five reasons why so many irrigation professionals say you can't beat the system — when the one you choose is Weathermatic.

To learn more, write or call today.

We've got your number!

Sprinkler Division, Telsco Industries
P.O. Box 18205 • Dallas, Texas 75218
214/278-6131

Weathermatic
LAWN AND TURF IRIGATION
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